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I is used herein) may alleviate some of these problems. This 
would be followed by a host of other subjective decision.;: deciding 
whether Re{o[O]} = 1 or Im{n[O]} = 1 should be chosen, or trying 
both and deciding which one truly maximizes the likelihood function, 
or if a local extrema has been reached, etc. Each suc.1 proposal 
would have to be extensively tested to check for reliable performance. 
Instead, one may choose the other available option, i.e., one of solving 
(12), which provides a much simpler approach and is tteoretically 
permissible. 

111. CONCLUSION 
An invalid constraint in the implementation of the KiSS/IQML 

algorithm for frequency estimation is pointed out and [causes the 
algorithm to perform poorly for a range of frequency coniigurations. 
Better frequency estimators can be had by incorporating a consistent 
constraint. 
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Time-Frequency Signal Synthesis with Time-Frequency 
Extrapolation and Don’t-Care Regions 

Franz Hlawatsch, Antonio H. Costa, and Wemer Krattenthaler 

Abstract-The application of Wigner distribution (WD)-based signal 
synthesis to signal separation problems is often adversely affected by 
WD interference terms. We present a modified signal synthesis method 
where the use of a masked WD allows the definition of don’t-care regions. 
In the don’t-care regions, detrimental interference terms (whose time- 
frequency location is assumed to be known) are ignored. The synthesis 
result is calculated using a modified version of the quasi power algorithm 
previously proposed for smoothed WD’s. The new synthesis method is 
shown to possess a desirable time-frequency extrapolation capability as 
well as a potential tendency to produce spurious signal components in the 
don’t-care regions. The occurrence of spurious signal components can be 
avoided by the inclusion of an “energy penalty.” 

I. SIGNAL SYNTHESIS USING MASKED WIGNER DISTRIBUTIONS 

The discrete-time Wigner distribution’ (WD) [ 11, [2] 

I V ~  ( n  , B ) = 2 c,. ( n ,  m ) 
“Z 
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Fig. 1. Application of conventional WD-based signal synthesis to a signal separation problem: (a) Real pari and WD of a three-component signal; (b) real 
pari and WD of middle signal component (desired result of signal synthesis); (c) TF model function formed by masking the WD of the three-component 
signal; (d) result of WD-based synthesis from the model in (c). 

is a time-frequency (TF) representation that has found widespread 
application [3]. The WD can be used for a TF implementation of 
signal processing by modifying a signal’s WD and synthesizing a new 
signal from the modified WD [4]-[7]. However, it has been shown 
[8] that conventional WD-based signal synthesis is often adversely 
affected by the WD’s cross or interference terms (IT’S). An example 
is considered in Fig. 1. A signal component is to be isolated out 
of a three-component signal by masking the WD of the overall 
signal and applying conventional signal synthesis to the masked 
WD. Unfortunately, the IT of the two other signal components is 
superimposed on the WD of the desired signal component, which 
causes the signal synthesis result to be entirely erroneous (see [8] for 
a mathematical analysis of this situation). 

In this correspondence, we are proposing a modified signal syn- 
thesis method. We assume that the troublesome IT’S are contained 
in a known region D of the TF plane. We first define a masked WD 

where the mask MD (n, 6’) is zeroin D and unity outside D. Given 
a real-valued TF model function W ( n ,  e ) ,  the synthesized signal is 
now defined as the signal whose MWD is closest to the model’ 

zopt ( n )  = arg min (2) z 

where 

’Signal synthesis using a masked cross- WD with a fixed reference signal has 
been proposed in [9]. This problem leads to linear, generally ill-conditioned 
equations. In contrast, our method uses a masked auto-WD, which avoids the 
use of a reference signal but will be seen to lead to third-order equations, 
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Fig. 2. Application of MWD-based signal synthesis to the rignal separation problem considered in Fig. 1: (a) TF model function (cf. Fig. l(c)) and 
don't-care region (shaded) containing the IT; (b) result of MWD-based synthesis. Note that the IT does not influence the synthesis result and that the 
signal is correctly synthesized in the don't-care region. 

We emphasize that MWD-based signal synthesis reduces to conven- 
tional signal synthesis for a mask M D ( T I .  8) E 1. Splitcing up the 
synthesis error to be minimized as 

F p 2  = c/ [ T j . ( n . 0 ) - m ; ( n . 0 ) ] 2 d 8  
(m.e)ED 

+ c/ [ iS . (n .B) ]2d0  (3) 
( = . @ ) E D  

(where we have used the fact that W ' : D ) ( 7 i , 0 )  = W , ( n . @ )  for 
(71.8) D and W:D)(n,O) = 0 for ( n . 8 )  E D) ,  we see that 
the signal .r(n_L depends (via its WD) exclusively on those parts 
of the model W ( n . 0 )  that are outside D. In fact, the region D is 
recognized as a don't-cure region where the model does nc)t influence 
the synthesis result. The result of MWD-based synthesis for the 
example considered in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. We see that the 
synthesized signal is very close to the true signal component. 

It is instructive to compare this result to the result of clmventional 
signal synthesis where the parasitic IT'S are masked o.it, i.e., the 
mask M D  (71.0) is applied to the model instead of the WD. Here, the 
synthesis error to be minimized is 

1/4 

-114  

= c]  [ F ( n .  e ) -n ; (n .  0)I2d0  + E/ [WZ(?', O)l2d0 . 
( n  0 ) e D  (. A ) E D  

Although the first error term is as in (3) ,  the second error term now 
depends on the signal s(n) in such a way that signal components 
inside D are penalized; hence, the signal will ideally be set to zero 
in D ,  which causes an undesired truncation of the signal. This is 
verified by computer simulation (see Fig. 3). 

11. THE QUASI POWER ALGORITHM 

In this section, we propose an iterative algorithm for MWD-based 
signal synthesis. In order to solve the minimization problem (2), we 

first note that the MWD can be written as 

where c,(n.m) = s ( n + m ) s * ( n - m )  as before and p ~ ( n , m )  = 
2 s:{",, Mo(n.  0 )  d8. Using Parseval's theorem, the synthe- 
sis error can be reformulated as 

where F(n,  m )  = J:{"4 E ( n , 0 )  eJ4*'"' dt?. Setting the derivatives 

of e tD)  with respect to the signal samples ~ ( n )  equal to zero yields 
the following necessary condition for minimum : 

with 

c, ( n, m ) = p; ( n . m ' - m ) [ ?( n , m ' ) - c y  ( n , m 1 ,I . 
,I 

Separating these equations into a subset for even n (n = 2 k )  and a 
subset for odd 77 (n = Z k - t l )  yields3 

3Since both matrices QL,r and Qb,, generally contain all signal samples 
.r( n), ( 5 )  does not imply that even-indexed and odd-indexed signal samples 
can be synthesixd independently of each other. 
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Fig. 3. Application of conventional WD-based signal synthesis to a TF model where the IT is masked out: (a) TF model function; (b) result of 
WD-based synthesis (this should be compared with the result of MWD-based synthesis in Fig. 2(b)). The truncation of the model leads to an undesired 
truncation in the synthesized signal. 

where the Hermitian matrices Q L , =  and Qb,, are defined as 

and x, and .co denote the vectors of even-indexed and odd-indexed 
signal samples (I.)~ = z ( 2 k )  and (z,)~ = z(2k+1), respectively. 

The necessary condition (4) or, equivalently, (5) is a set of third- 
order equations that apparently do not allow a closed-form solution. 
An analogous set of equations is obtained for a similar problem, 
namely, signal synthesis based on a smoothed WD [8]. Proceeding 
like in that case, we adopt an iterative algorithm known as the quasi 
power  algorithm (QPA), whose background is discussed in detail in 
[8]. The ith iteration of the QPA is as follows (see [lo] for an efficient 
implementation): 

1) Using the signal z(*-’)(n) calculated at the previous iteration, 
form the matrices 

(7) + z(d-’) (z-’)H 
Q o , z ( t - l )  = Q L , , ( i - 1 )  2 0  

where Qh,,c,-l) and Qb,,ct-l) are defined in (6), and 
denotes complex conjugate transposition. 

2) Calculate U!.) and A t ’  as 

where U!.-’) is the result of the previous iteration. Use 
analogous operations to obtain ut) and At’. 

3) Form the signal x(*)( n )  by interleaving even-indexed and odd- 
indexed signal samples 

z ( ’ ) ( 2 k )  = (ULZ)) , T ( 4 ( 2 k  + 1) = ( u p ’ ) k .  
On convergence ( i  + CO), the synthesis result z ( n )  is finally 

z (2~c)  = e3’e d m ) ( 2 k )  , 

obtained as 

~ ( 2 1 ~  + 1) = e340 dW)(2k + 1) 

where 4, and do are arbitrary constant phases that can be determined 
as discussed in [ I l l .  

Fig. 4 demonstrates the convergence of the QPA. The start signal 
z(’)(n) was chosen as a noise signal whose energy is irregularly 
spread over the TF plane. After convergence, the synthesis result has 
adapted to the model function while ignoring the model component 
inside the don’t-care region. Note that a significant residual synthesis 
error naturally remains since the model component in the don’t-care 
region is not matched by the synthesized signal. 

The QPA has been observed in experiments to converge reliably, 
although a formal proof of convergence does not exist so far. In 
the case of convergence, the signal obtained is guaranteed to satisfy 
the necessary condition (4). The QPA reduces to the classical power 
algorithm [8] in the special case of WD-based synthesis (i.e., no 
don’t-care region or M ~ ( n , 6 ’ )  1). A good choice of the start 
signal used for initializing the QPA is a noise signal bandlimited to the 
WD’s fundamental frequency interval (halfband) -1/4 < B < 1/4. 
(Other halfband locations can be accommodated as well, e.g., the 
halfband 0 < B < 1/2 corresponding to analytic signals.) We note 
that MWD-based signal synthesis and the QPA can be extended to 
nonbinary (e.g., smooth) masks in a straightforward manner. Finally, 
halfband-constrained versions of the QPA (where the synthesis result 
is a halfband signal whose WD is nonaliased) have been proposed for 
smoothed WD’s [6], [SI, [lo] and are readily adapted to the MWD. 

In.  PERFORMANCE OF MWD-BASED SIGNAL SYNTHESIS 

A. lime-Frequency Extrapolation 

MWD-based signal synthesis possesses a “TF extrapolation capa- 
bility,” i.e., a capability of adequately synthesizing signal parts in the 
don’t-care region where no model information is used. This capability 
depends on the availability of “indirect information” contained in 
the WD’s IT’S. Indeed, MWD-based signal synthesis is capable of 
restoring a signal component in the don’t-care region D if there exists 
at least one other signal component that is outside D and whose IT 
with the signal component to be restored is outside D as well. This 
principle is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
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The TF extrapolation effect also occurs in the case of Inonmom- 
ponent signals. Here, the indirect information contained in the “inner 
IT’s” [Z] is utilized for extrapolation. From the geometry of inner 

IT’s [ 2 ] ,  it is possible to derive the rule of thumb that a signal is 
restored if at least one half of the signal’s effective TF support lies 
outside the don’t-care region D. An example is shown in Fig. 6. It is 

.-.__I 
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is correctly extrapolated since slightly more than one half of the signal’s WD lies outside the don’t-care region. 

TF extrapolation of a monocomponent signal: (a) TF model and don’t-care region (shaded); (b) result of MWD-based signal synthesis. The signal 

this extrapolation effect that resulted in the restoration of‘ the desired 
signal component in Fig. 2. 

B. Spurious Signal Components and Energy Penalty 

If the don’t-care region D is large and there is a lack of model 
parts outside D that indirectly specify the signal inside D ,  then the 
synthesized signal may contain spurious signal components. Indeed, 
it follows from (3) that the synthesis error is independent of the part 
of Wz(n, 8) located inside D. Thus, signal components inside D are 
not penalized as long as they do  not lead to an IT outside D .  This rule 
is illustrated in Fig. 7, which compares the results of MWD-based 
signal synthesis for a given model and various don’t-care regions. 

An effective and inexpensive way to avoid spurious signal com- 
ponents is based on the observation that although spurious signal 
components do not influence the synthesis error minimized, they do 

increase the total energy of the synthesized signal. Thus, we may 
augment the synthesis error ekD) * by an “energy penalty” and define 
the new error 

Here, y 2 0 is a parameter characterizing the relative weight 
of the energy penalty as compared with the “conventional” error 
component ekD)*, and llWz112 = C , ~ ~ { ~ , W ~ ( n . B ) d B  is the 
energy of the signal’s WD! Redoing all calculations using the energy- 
penalized error e$D”) shows that the QPA remains valid with the 
only difference that the matrices Q c , ,  and Q,,, are formally replaced 

4For halfband signals where WZ(n,e)  is nonaliased, llU’,112 = E: where 
E, = E, is the signal’s energy. 
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by (cf. (7)) Fig. 7(e) shows that the energy penalty is capable of effectively sup- 
pressing spurious signal components. Note, however, that choosing 
the penalty factor 7 too small or too large results in an incomplete 
suppression of spurious signal components or a downscaling of the 
signal, respectively. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
MWD-based signal synthesis is an effective method for time- 

frequency signal synthesis with insensitivity to model corruptions 
located in known time-frequency regions. The third-order equations 
resulting from this approach can be solved by a version of the 
quasi power algorithm previously proposed for smoothed WD’s. 
MWD-based signal synthesis was shown to possess a desirable time- 
frequency extrapolation capability. The occurrence of spu.ious signal 
components in the don’t-care regions is easily avoided lhrough the 
inclusion of an energy penalty in the synthesis error. 
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Second-Order Statistical Analysis of Totally 
Weighted Subspace Fitting Methods 

Ridha Hamza and Kevin Buckley 

Abstract-In this correspondence, we analyze the effects of a limited 
number of snapshots on a general class of multidimensional signal 
subspace estimation methods, termed totally weighted subspace fitting 
(TWSF) methods. This class is an extension of the weighted subspace 
fitting technique that includes row weighting and column weighting of the 
signal subspace matrix. We quantify the asymptotic statistical properties 
of the TWSF method by means of a second-order statistical analysis. The 
main contribution of this correspondence is that it provides, for the first 
time, the estimator bias. Some simulation results are included to validate 
our analytical results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The development of the weighted subspace fitting (WSF) for- 

mulation for sensor array processing has unified many popular 
multidimensional signal subspace methods under a common frame- 
work [ 13. Some of the established algorithms that belong to this class 
are classical beamfonning, deterministic maximum likelihood (ML), 
and multidimensional (MD)-MUSIC. Extension of the WSF method 
to include other classes of source localization methods, such as 
ESPRIT [7], has been made possible by means of row weighting [ 11. 

This correspondence formulates all the above methods in a more 
general class, termed totally weighted subspace fitting (TWSF). The 
unified class incorporates column weighting, advocated by Viberg 
and Ottersten [ 11, and row weighting, which can consist of structural 
weighting [ l ]  or focusing weighting [7]. 

A lot of studies are restricted to the first-order statistical analysis 
that yields to zero estimate error bias. However, simulation results 
indicate that bias can be significant for some cases. Thus, bias is an 
important performance characteristic. To date, no bias analysis has 
been presented on TWSF methods. Recently, Xu and Buckley [3] 
have analyzed the general class of eigenspace spectrum methods. 
They derived concise expressions for the variance and bias. Our 
contribution here is to extend the analytical approach in [3] to the 
totally weighted subspace fitting algorithm class. 

11. TWSF METHOD FRAMEWORK 

Assume a linear array of ,VI sensors and D narrow-band nonco- 
herent far-field emitters impinging on the array (D < M ) .  Define 
Z(8) E C M  to be the steering vector at DOA 8. The collection of these 
vectors A over the field-of-view Orov is termed the array manifold. 
A is assumed to be known and unambiguous, i.e., any collection of 
D + 1 direction vectors is linearly independent. Let 

AD = { A / A  = [ ~ ( B I ) .  . . . .n‘(Oo)]; 8:s E Orov & 8, # e,}. (1) 

Consider the standard model of an array observation. The spatial 
correlation matrix is thus given by 

(2) RzZ = /IPSAH + F;IM 
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